What’s New for 2014

- Certain sections of FIS are hidden from schools for which they are not applicable. For example, the Engineering, Natural Sciences, and Social Sciences schools no longer see the Creative Works section; and Architecture and Music no longer see Patents & Copyrighted Software.

- **Graduate Students Advised** is now imported from Banner, as **Courses Taught** is. To complete the import:
  - Go to Teaching / Student Research & Advising
  - In the right margin under Tools, click Import Students
  - Select the applicable students, then click Import. Details for each student record can then be edited by clicking the imported name.

- The **Publications** input form has been revised to ask for the most frequently used fields first, with less frequently used fields available in the Detail section. It is still possible to enter a plain text citation here, however, this is **not recommended** as it replaces the standard citation format used in the Annual Report and Scholarly Interest Report. For the FIS to be able to reformat content for different purposes, data elements must be entered in discrete fields. Should the FIS be replaced by a different system in the future, none of the information in the Complete Citation fields will be migrated, meaning it will have to be reentered at that time.

https://faculty.rice.edu/proj/fis/helppkg.doc?p=B200979E794FD5766D4AE5FF8F77B431